Dear valued customer
we are extending the scope of the Ecuador Express Service with two calls which include
LE HAVRE as loading port in Europe, as well as new discharge ports in the US:
SAVANNAH, Georgia and
PORT EVERGLADES, Florida
We will be required to do the AMS transmission to US Customs for the South America cargo on board
(FROB cargo). Please be sure to advise all relevant parties within your organizations about this
important change.
The first vessel under the new rotation will be
CSAV Llanquihue /309s
eta DEBRV March 5,
eta NLRTM March 6,
eta BEANR March 8
eta FRLEH March 10.
Kindly pay attention to the below requirements that are mandatory to make sure your cargo is loaded
properly following the rules of AMS filing. The following documents must be transmitted to ACE (AMS)
before starting loading operations at loading ports.(Pre-Advise). Failure to supply the requested
information may result in non loading of your cargo.
FROB Bs/L
(AMS and Non AMS) House and Master Bs/L
BL cut off date(provisionally):
DEBRV
NLRTM
BEANR

th

Thursday, Feb, 28 at 12:00 h
st
Friday, Mar 1 at 12:00 h
th
Tuesday, Mar 5 , 16:00 h

a) AMS certified customers (NVOCC)
According to the US Customs Regulation, it is required that the AMS certified NVOCC submit all AMS
house bills for all ports of loading. The reason is that the AMS NVOCCs have a registered bond
against which their AMS will be measured. If the AMS NVOCC fails to submit, the fine would be
applicable to their bond and not the carriers. This is a requirement for all AMS NVOCCs.
Please send us your SCAC code with the shipping instruction and all house BL numbers.
CSAV SCAC code is: CHIW
We will provide the Master BL number with the sending of the Master BL draft for your AMS filing.
b) Non AMS certified customers:
Customers who are not AMS certified are requested to submit their House BL details with real shipper
and real consignee in full details together with the Master BL shipping instruction

c) Mandatory items to be mentioned on the bill of lading:
1. Address Information
Addresses with full details of shipper, consignee and all notify parties for Master and House Bsl:
full company name
street name and house number
Zip code, city , country
phone or fax , email of contact person
notify address is mandatory!
not acceptable: concepts such as
“same as consignee” or ”same as above”
2. Cargo related information
a. Cargo packaging has to be declared in detail, e.g.
10 boxes containing 10 cartons, each containing 10 shirts in a plastic bag
500 Bags on 10 Pallets
NOT ACCEPTABLE:
declaration such as: 10 Pallets with 500 Bags (manifested quantity: 500 Bags)
generic packaging description, such as pallets, units, sets
b. Weights to be declared in
Kilograms or metric weight for each container
c. Marks and Number per container
(if no marks & numbers, then BL must show " NO MARKS AND NUMBERS" for each container)
d. Cargo description
full and precise description of cargo,
hazardous material code (IMO/UN classification)
NOT ACCEPTABLE:
generic description / same as above / ditto / FAK / General merchandise / general cargo
e. HS code with 6 digits
f. containerized cargoes must be declared as
“Shippers load and count - SLAC "´ instead of “said to contain”
3. Container related information
a. Container number (no change of container number after filing allowed)
b. Seal number (actual number, no change of Seal number after filing allowed),
additional Seal numbers can be added
c. container description
type of container must be reflected
type of service per container (door to door, Pier to Pier , CY/CY)
loading/ discharge condition : FCL / FCL must be replaced by CY/CY
The language to be used for all data information is English.
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